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WHAT?

DOT Residency is a residency program organized 

by Open City Design Institute that focuses on 

spatial installation. Artists are invited to spend 

nine weeks to generate an installation that 

discusses the city’s capacities and nuances, 

in a space defined by DOT at the time of the 

residency. Typically this nine-week residency is 

divided into three three-week sections: research, 

production and engagement. This division will 

vary from project to project, however, as a spatial 

engagement program, the entire 9 weeks will be 

considered as a public project and will be open 

to varying degrees of public engagements. The 

residency aligns itself with the OCDI ideology: 

the city is a campus for learning, practice, and 

production. 

WHERE?

The first iteration of DOT is located within the 

Mitchell-Copp Facade, at 315 Portage Avenue, 

Winnipeg, Canada. The space is a 9’ diameter and 

11’ high  cylinderical space. This is the primary 

node of DOT, however DOT will engage other 

unused or forgotten urban spaces within the city. 

Please inquire about possibilites of different 

spaces.

HOW?

DOT is always accepting applications for the 

residency. If you are interested in learning more or 

seeking application please inquire by email to  

DOT@OCDI.INFO.

DOT NET

DOT is interested in building a network of artists, 

friends, and supporters through its residency 

program. All residency artists will become a part 

of DOT NET, creating a pool for dialogue and 

support. During the residency DOT will work 

actively to broaden the NET to connect with local 

artists, friends, supporters and instituions.

 

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

DOT will provide administrative supports in 

relation to the residency, including funding 

applications and communications with local 

resources, institutions and people. 

PUBLICATION & MEDIA

OCDI and DOT will promote and disseminate  

all residency projects through various media 

platforms, including social media andseasonal 

publications.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

DOT will provide technical assistance towards 

the project and the artist, as required and 

when possible, including labour in production, 

installation, and local resourse errands.

HUB

The HUB: Artist are welcomed to use MAKE Coffee 

and Stuff as an office + social hub during their 

residency. Access to wifi, 8 x11 printing, and other 

supports will be avaible at the HUB.
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DOT

DOT (discovering oblivious territories) is a 

gallery program of OCDI that engages the 

oblivious territories within the city with 

temporary programs of art and design.

OCDI

OPEN CITY DESIGN INSTITUTE is an 

independent non-profit program of STUFF 

engaging the city through public programs, 

exhibitions, competitions, publications, 

research, learning and practice.
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